
 

SnoozeDoge: The Sleeping Doge Ready to Moon on 
Avalanche! 
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Introduction 

Greetings, Doge enthusiasts and moonwalkers! Buckle up, because SnoozeDoge is 
here to take the crypto world by storm, one nap at a time. Our story begins with a 
sleepy doge, dreaming of interstellar adventures and celestial feats. But unlike his 
restless brethren, SnoozeDoge is a master of patience, waiting for the perfect 
moment to unleash his full potential. 

Token Overview: 

• Token Name: SnoozeDoge 
• Ticker Symbol: SNOZ  
• Blockchain: Avalanche 

Mission and Vision: 

At SnoozeDoge, we believe in the power of community, humor, and strategic 
slumber. We aim to create a joyful and engaging coin experience while 
empowering users to explore the exciting world of cryptocurrency. We envision 
SnoozeDoge as the undisputed leader of Doge coins on the Avalanche network, 
spreading laughter and positivity on its journey to the moon. 

SnoozeDoge Ecosystem: 

Welcome to the SnoozeDoge ecosystem, where utility meets innovation and 
creativity thrives. Our token utility extends far beyond mere transactions, offering a 
dynamic and immersive experience for our community. Introducing our captivating 
NFT collection, featuring a range of rarities that capture the essence of our 
beloved snoozing doge in all its charming glory. But these NFTs are more than just 
digital art – they're the key to unlocking exclusive staking features, enabling holders 
to earn rewards while actively participating in our ecosystem's growth and stability. 
What's truly exciting is the integration of these NFTs with our upcoming AI agent, 
a groundbreaking addition to our ecosystem. With our AI agent, holders can harness 
the power of their NFTs for unique interactions and functionalities, further 
enhancing the value and utility of SnoozeDoge. Join us on this journey where every 
snooze is a step closer to innovation and community empowerment. 

Tokenomics: 

SnoozeDoge boasts a total supply of 1 Billion tokens, strategically distributed to 
ensure long-term growth and community engagement. Our token is limited supply 
and non-mintable, no more will ever be created. 



 

• 20%: Private Sale and Launchpads: Securing initial funds to build our 
ecosystem from reputable funds and investors. 

• 20%: Team allocation and development: Building a strong team and 
expanding our ecosystem development. 

• 40%: Dedicated to DEX & CEX: Launching our liquidity pool on DEX 
(traderjoe) and securing listing on reputable CEX. 

• 20%: Reserved for Marketing & Community Airdrops: We plan to utilize 
these funds to spread the word about SnoozeDoge, attract new community 
members, and fuel our journey to the moon (and beyond!) 

Vesting Schedule: Implementing vesting schedule to ensure stable price and avoid 
inflation. 

Why Avalanche? 

SnoozeDoge isn't just any sleepy doge; it's a strategic sleeper. We've chosen the 
Avalanche network as our launchpad for its blazing-fast transaction speeds and 
incredibly low fees. This ensures a seamless and cost-effective experience for 
our users, allowing them to trade, swap, and hodl SNOZ with ease. 

Community-Driven Growth: 

SnoozeDoge isn't just a token; it's a movement. We believe in the power of 
community and encourage active participation from our users. Whether it's 
engaging in social media campaigns, participating in creative contests, or 
attending community events, we value your involvement and contributions. 
Together, we'll propel SnoozeDoge to new heights and solidify its place in Doge 
coin history. 

Join the SnoozeDoge Pack! 

Ready to join the SnoozeDoge pack and embark on a moon-chasing adventure? 
Follow us on social media, join our Telegram group, and stay tuned for exciting 
updates and announcements. Let's make history together as we watch 
SnoozeDoge rise and shine, proving that even the sleepiest doge can achieve 
greatness! 

SnoozeDoge: Roadmap to Moon Naps and Beyond! 

Here's a roadmap outlining our plan to transform SnoozeDoge into the ultimate 
napping dogecoin for the crypto realm. This roadmap represents just the beginning – 
we anticipate grand developments to unfold as our journey progresses, roadmap 
phases get unlocked when we achieve certain milestones of token holders! 

Phase 1: Catching Those Zzz's (0-5,000 Token Holders) 

• Token Creation: Minting the SNOZ supply to ensure sufficient availability for 
all. 

• Building Our Den: Establishing a comprehensive website as the ultimate nap 
haven, brimming with SnoozeDoge info and resources. 



 

• Social Media Stretch: Expanding our presence across major social platforms, 
cultivating a lively online community. 

• Launchpad Siesta: Strategically launching SnoozeDoge on the launchpad for 
a secure debut. 

• CoinGecko Listing: Securing listing on CoinGecko to enhance visibility and 
accessibility. 

• Airdrop Fiesta: Initiating our first airdrop to reward early adopters and foster 
community engagement. 

Phase 2: Power Nap Growth (10,000+ Token Holders) 

• Social Media Stretch: Amplifying our social media presence, engaging with 
the community, and attracting new members. 

• 10,000+ Strong Pack: Celebrating the attainment of a critical mass of snoozy 
doges – a community milestone! 

• Burning the Midnight Oil (Not Exactly): Applying burn mechanisms to maintain 
scarcity and bolster token value. 

• Airdrop Fiesta – Round Two: Rolling out another airdrop to sustain excitement 
and reward our loyal pack. 

• NFT Dreamscape: Introducing a limited-edition NFT collection featuring 
sleepy doges in all their glory! 

• DEX Debut: Listing SNOZ on a decentralized exchange (DEX) to facilitate 
smooth and secure trading. 

Phase 3: Moon Nap Time (200,000+ Token Holders) 

• Airdrop Extravaganza: Showering the community with love (and SNOZ) 
through a monumental airdrop. 

• 200,000+ Sleepy Shiba Army: Celebrating the achievement of a colossal 
200,000 token holders – the ultimate napping doge army! 

• Staking feature: Enabling our community to stake their tokens for generous 
APY. 

• Snooze AI: Unleashing the power of the SNOZ AI agent. 
• Centralized Exchange Conquest: Setting our sights on major centralized 

exchanges (CEXs) to bring SnoozeDoge to the forefront of the mainstream 
crypto arena. 

This roadmap is merely a glimpse into our nap-filled dreams. As our community 
expands, we'll continue to innovate and introduce new features to elevate 
SnoozeDoge into the quintessential dogecoin experience! Join us on this exciting 
journey, and together, let's make SnoozeDoge the ultimate napping companion for 
the crypto universe! 

 

 

 

 



 

Disclaimer: 

Investing in cryptocurrency involves inherent risks, and the value of SNOZ may 
fluctuate unpredictably. Please conduct thorough research and consider your risk 
tolerance before purchasing SNOZ tokens. SnoozeDoge is intended for 
entertainment purposes only and should not be considered financial advice. 

 

Conclusion: 

Thank you for joining us on this SnoozeDoge journey. We're thrilled to have you on 
board as we chase our dreams, embrace strategic naps, and ultimately, conquer the 
moon (and maybe even beyond!). Remember, even the sleepiest doge can achieve 
greatness with the right community and a strategic slumber. Now, go forth and 
spread the word about SnoozeDoge – the Doge coin that naps its way to the top!  


